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THESIS PREFACE
INSPIRATION

Award winning Irish poet and literary critic Eaven Boland renowned for her poetic
narratives that explore both the political and domestic from the female perspective claims that
“the Irish bullied their way into the Western canon in the very language that had been used to
evict them and brutalize them and cast them into the darkness of history” (qtd. in Rogers
interview). She further purports “they made their statement in that language, and they made that
language bow down to them.” My writing is driven by both my Irish catholic heritage and my
gender. The patriarchal society of my childhood that Boland in her poetry “has shaken at the
roots” (Rogers) fuels the female lens I view the world through and maintains its focus on the
balance and sway of inequality. Irish women have traditionally been overlooked in the realm of
literature but that is slowly changing as they explore the limitations set upon them by the
provincial Ireland of the past. Traditional themes are finding a voice reflective of the present, the
changing demographics and more liberal values. Whilst I’m not sold on the notion that
patriarchy is entirely to blame and the reason why women have yet to seize the global helm it
does play its part compounded with colonialism and religion to weigh heavy on the subaltern
woman. So my poetry stems from my Irish catholic upbringing, the absorption of the country and
culture I have left behind, it is what courses through my veins and works its way unwittingly into
all I write. I cannot escape it; it is deeply rooted and charges the direction of the voice it has
consumed not unlike Lorca’s duende, “the black sounds, the roots fastened to the mire, the
mysterious power that everyone senses and no philosopher explains” (Lorca 57).
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As I embarked on this collection I had a somewhat naïve assumption that I might just
pass myself off as everywoman, someone whose writing was not by design so specific that it
identified me as anything other than female. However, as I turned to the poetry of Eavan Boland
and her poems on Irish history and life as wife and mother, love of my native shore despite my
self-imposed exile took hold and under the umbrella of country, culture and church my feminist
inclines wove their way into my poetry as the collection formed a cohesive whole. The intention
of this collection is twofold, the first an indulgence of sorts to explore the controls of culture,
church and country that are inherent in me and how they impact females in language that is
aesthetically pleasing and rises in nature to be musical and incantatory, and the second to use this
discovery in however an unwieldy form it is revealed, to be the beginning of something bigger, a
trigger aimed toward dialogue that places women front and center in accord with their male
counterparts.
This work standing alone has made no concession to universal appeal but my belief is
that it bears relevance, can cross cultures and speaks in its own small way to the larger concern
of gender inequality and the global effort required to raise the status of women and girls to a
level that fosters security and prosperity. Every poem is in itself complete and whole in both
form and content but each individual poem forms part of a bigger whole inextricably linked to a
more expansive picture. Longinus in his treaty On Sublimity argues that inflated, undignified, or
pedantic pieces produce gaps or crevices and spoil impressive thoughts which have been built
into a structure whose cohesion depends upon their mutual relations (142). In an effort to evoke
emotion I have steered clear of showy language, sought not to confound or dwell in the over
scrupulous. Under this Irish canopy I have attempted with the purest and most instinctive of
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spirit formed a structure where gaps and or crevices are mere walkways within, that following
form unity and cohesion.
Collom in the preface to his book Second Nature explains that variety is shied from
because it breaks up unity and he suggests there are better unities (ix). So I would ask of readers
to concede primarily with the ear to the form on the page as it is in the content, sounds and
rhythm that commonality and unity is found. I write with cadence, lilt, and reading aloud in mind
and as John Mc Gahern so eloquently explains “Everything that we inherit, the rain, the skies and
anybody who works in the English language in Ireland knows that there’s the real ghost of
Gaelic in the language we use and listen to and that those things will reflect on our Irish identity”
(Brainy Quote)
The collection is in three sections, the first deals with being female, the second with
being Irish which leads to the third section of family and finally to the idea of being controlled.
The multifarious nature of each section in terms of form and content is intentional; it is a collage
of sorts, a series of snapshots that if puzzled over tell multiple stories of what it is to be female,
Irish and under the rule of patriarchy. Themes and motifs that appear and unwittingly reappear in
my writing are the color red, in terms of menstruation, childbirth, loss of virginity and white in
conception and hospitalization, grey with regard death, weight, cloud and mist. It is in the
repetition of imagery and language that connections are made and emotions are evoked and what
follows speaks as much to the past as to the present and beyond in terms of growing up female in
Ireland.
CONTENT

Whilst I did not set out to write a cradle to grave narrative as the collection developed so
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too did my interest in the development of the female self, sexual awareness and how women as
mothers, daughters, sisters, wives are forced to inhabit throughout life the role assigned them by
society. From the first swaddling in pink to the blood of menses and fall of estrogen the female
gender is caught up in the bind of society’s expectations and so to celebrate all that is female, the
first section of my collection addresses pregnancy, giving birth; a purely female experience that
in all its glory and greatness comes with the watchful anticipatory longing for a boy. There is
clear gender preference to the birth of a boy as opposed to the birth of a girl and it is not
relegated to China. Rampell in her New York Times article Preferring Boys to Girls reports that
“40% of Americans opposed to 28% attest to a preference toward having a boy rather than a
girl.” With such technological advances in the ability to select gender the future for females
hangs precariously in the hands of those in power who happen to be largely male. It is no secret
that men if restricted to having one child would prefer that child to be a boy. Should advances
favor male gender selection over female future demographics of boys outnumbering girls it will
have a profound impact on women in future decades.
And so I start with pregnancy both wanted, reviled, and ignored in the true story of
teenager Annie Lovett who died giving birth in a grotto in Ireland. In 1984 teenage pregnancy
was considered shameful particularly in rural areas where not only was the church and its
physical presence dominant but it permeated lives in function and duty. Lovett’s death was to be
a turning point in Irish attitude as it forced dialogue as to how such a tragedy could have
happened.
Following birth I move to the adolescent female on the brink of adulthood in “Make
Room for Jesus” where again the church and the ideal of the male comes into play. As the ideas
for this section emerged I submerged myself in poetry written primarily by women; women from
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around the globe. I was dedicated to the replication of the world as experienced by women, the
commonality we share rather than the differences that exist. A collection of poems edited by
Illona Linthwaite inspired me more than any. The voices of many women past and present tell a
universal tale of what it means to be female. These poems speak solely to female concerns,
poverty and its repercussions, and health and wellness. In my poem “Barbara” I write of dying of
breast cancer because medical care cannot be afforded and in contrast “Mammogram” which
speaks more to hope, having caught the cancer in time. The universality of breast cancer,
crossing cultures is unifying for women and again attests to female strength. It does not
discriminate. Donna Sloan Crumbie in her poem “No Respecter of Persons” reflects the even
playing field of this life threatening disease (Breast Cancer DIY)
We speak a different language
We serve a different god
I wear a wig, you have a hijab.
Our eyes share a secret, yet
I don’t even know your name,
But as chemo flows through
Our veins, we are the same. (1-7)

Throughout this process my admiration for women grew as I gained insight into women from
across the globe who in their own succinctness colored a world not of the weak, put upon, or
downtrodden but a world of women rising. From Tahereh Saffarzadeh, Marge Piercy, Maureen
Burge and many others who wrote on the unique experience of being a woman. Pregnancy as
described by Saffarzadeh becomes, “the wombs cumbrous load--” (83 4), Piercy’s aging “two
women in mid-lives jogging, awkward/ in our baggy improvisations, two/ bundles of rejects
5

from the thrift ship, (168 2-4). Beauty and disillusion fuel Burge’s poem titled “Disillusion”, “l’ll
go on home/ I spose I really should have known/ He didn’t fancy me” (43 16-18)
The acknowledgement of the aging process, acceptance of the body changing and the
realization that one is not the fancy of another speaks to the awareness of women, the
perceptiveness of them to not only realize how the world views them but to turn it into an art
form, spin the situation into a rich tapestry of feeling and emotion that commands the stage and
puts them to the forefront and if the basis of their language is in their subordination their regaling
of it is their power. The collective poems of the women mentioned above were reproduced under
the title “Ain’t I a Woman” and what intrigued me as I read it was how my own thoughts aligned
with the poetry.
I end the first section with the poem “In Defense of Eve” inspired by the ancient poem
“Lament for Eve” translated from the Gaeilge. The lament establishes Eve as being responsible
for the ills of the world. So we are back again to beginnings, the creation from a biblical angle,
one that renders man above woman and asserts just how embedded religion and the quest for
understanding existence is in my psyche. To shed light on the present inequality between the
sexes one need only go back to the Old Testament and the creation. In all its misogyny it seems
to be the blueprint for the roles of men and women. We have yet really broken away from its
design and this is its danger. From the first mention of woman, the imbalance is created, she was
made from him to keep him company and render him happy. God created Adam and Adam
rather than god created Eve in that she was of his flesh. God tells Eve that Adam shall rule over
her. It’s very clear, Adam is in charge; the roles have been established. Adam, head of the
household, and provider, Eve, mother and subordinate to Adam, the birth of oppression. “Eve’s
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Lament” below, really typifies the subordination of women as she relays her guilt over the fall of
man.
I am Eve, great Adam's wife,
'Tis I that outraged Jesus of old;
'Tis I that robbed my children of Heaven,
By rights 'tis I that should have gone upon the cross.

I had a kingly house to please me,
Grievous the evil choice that disgraced me,
Grievous the wicked advice that withered me!
Alas! my hand is not pure.

'Tis I that plucked the apple,
Which went across my gullet:
So long as they endure in the light of day,
So long women will not cease from folly.

There would be no ice in any place,
There would be no glistening windy winter,
There would be no hell, there would be no sorrow,
There would be no fear, if it were not for me. (34 1-16)
These established roles are still upheld today to a great extent, they are imbedded in Irish culture
and despite the expansion and efforts to be inclusive of relationships that don’t fit that mold and
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indeed the progress in gender equality we drag our feet in fully accepting such change which
fuels the female voice worldwide. My “Eve” poem attempts to shift the guilt, lift the weight from
her shoulders.
FORM

Interestingly also in a collection of female poets comes the variability of form from three
or four line stanzas, couplets, to the density of poems that span the page without a break. The
constant of theme and content run the gamut in terms of form and inspired me in my own work
to play with form notable throughout my collection. Ficke in his essay titled “Modern
Tendencies in Poetry argues;
Form! It is everything. Not in the stupid academic sense of precedented models, but in
the sense of that fine harmony between artist’s meaning and his manner which is the
parallel of those rare human moments when there is achieved a real concordance of
body and soul. (447)
Again I return to Collom (ix) and his notion of “better unities” coming from variety both of
language and the form it takes. My initial intent was to pursue uniformity, write all prose poems,
all ghazals, or sonnets. I toyed with a collection of intentional rhyme but as I wrote, the form of
each poem found its own life on the page. As mentioned earlier I write with reading aloud in
mind and as the words fall on the page my instinct to honor the rhythm takes over and the form
takes hold. This is evident in the first three poems of my collection, each poem takes a different
shape. The inspiration to this approach is due in part to Collom whom I have already mentioned
and to C. D. Wright and “Deepstep Come Shining” where she utilizes the most novel of forms in
her book. Poems often reside at the bottom of the page; the reader must go the end to find her
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beginning. Throughout her book lines and stanzas vary in length so the reader is kept alert on the
road trip taken. Collom in his book “Second Nature” defies uniformity, rather he uses the white
space playfully with abandon and exuberance. His poem “Migration” (75) takes the form of a
bird on the page. Free verse allows for irregularity of form and the adaptation of regular meter,
rhythm and closed form. Ficke purports that “there are cases in which life strikes the emotion of
the poet in broken flashes-in swift chaotic fragmentary perceptions; and to record these; free
verse is an unsurpassed medium” (440). The form of Collom’s book and how he favors to
represent his language is as arresting as it is unsettling. It is not easy keep pace with the whimsy
and ever changing form but it does invigorate the more passive of readers. Although I have not
mirrored Collom in terms of style I have tried to present my poetry to resist complacency and
maintain the reader’s attention. Many of Collom’s poems appear as fragments seemingly
incomplete yet thought provoking. In my poem “Unwanted Pregnancy” I offer what might be
considered four sketches (see the first two below), each a mere glimpse or fragment of
something. In the first sketch I wanted to convey the resentment of the pregnancy with the use of
the word ”bitter” (3) to refer both to the taste of the coffee and the embittered feeling of
pregnancy. The second sketch lends itself to the penetrative act resulting in pregnancy, the
“white wand” (4-5) entering and the use of the word “penetration” (6) speak to the sexual.
(1)
Before the bulge of belly,
distaste for morning coffee
mirrors the eject of a bitter will
(2)
Months before the show a white
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wand enters, first signs of life show
in pixel, penetrated medium (1-6)
The choice to separate these images and number them was to distinguish them from one another
and have each make an individual imprint rather than be thrust together to facilitate only the title.
The first signals the changing in the body with the heightened sense of taste, the second affirms
those changes as the pregnancy is confirmed, the third moves us further along with morning
sickness and the fourth draws attention to a self-induced abortion bringing the reader back to the
title. Fragmented imagery in poetry appeals to my sensibility as a writer, capturing something
viscerally with brevity is not necessarily my instinct but with this subject matter there was a need
for reduction and economy to create the spare, stark images intended to linger. I also shied from
excessive punctuation to give each word more space and prominence.
LANGUAGE

The second section of the collection focuses on being Irish and includes poems on,
landscape and religion and it is also in this section that I exploit the language of my ancestors to
the fullest. I have a fondness of repetition in writing and use it often to emphasis something,
drive home an image or add to the lyrical intensity of a poem. This preference is almost inherent,
a byproduct of being Irish and goes back to the lament, the wailing and weeping that comes with
both the rosary of prayer and the songs of those who were forced to leave Ireland due to famine
or need. Boland argues that “Irish poetry had to struggle with a national tradition which can
conscript the poem into public statement and posture” (Smartish Pace interview). My obligation
for the most part is less to society and more to the art of the poem in terms of rhythm. The cry of
the curlew, the low staccato sound of the bodhrán together or in isolation of each other shape the
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distinctive voice of the Irish not only in music but in poetry. When I write it is the sound of the
words together that direct me, how I hear them often trumps syntax and structure. I also have a
great fondness for alliteration, the punch and vigor of the same sounding first letters in a string of
words. I do not tread lightly on the page rather I assault it. Shelley in his essay “A Defence of
Poetry” describes a poet as being “a nightingale, who sits in darkness and sings to cheer its own
solitude with sweet sounds; his auditors are as men entranced by the melody of an unseen
musician, who feel that they are moved and softened, yet know not whence or why” (699).
Music and poetry are inextricably linked.
The voice and heart of my collection is predominantly Irish. The sound of voices ring
out, the melody of accent, the sing song rhythm of speech, the compulsion to communicate and
comment on the mundane to the miraculous fuels my writing. Eaton purports that “all real
literature is addressed to the mind through the ear, not through the eye-word- symbols are really
convenient for transmission-and that since this is so, the ear must be appealed to” (151). When I
wrote “The Matchmakers Festival” the words came in the lowest of gravelly sounds, a deep
vibrato that is presented on the page in a dense concentration of words. To shape the poem any
other way would deny it its sound. Again this poem is an engagement with the ear; the words
“Burren, bog and boots” in the first line signal the rhythm and musicality of voice.
The Burren and its bog erects men in boots, rising from
the sod as if the earth had spawned them. As primal as the
peat, they leave their homes, the swell of arousal beneath
the cover of cloth, anticipatory longing for the flood
of females that invade the village in the Fall, ready to pick
the forbidden fruit in the easy orchard. (1-6)
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Likewise with “Best in their Jackets”, the subject matter, the simple spud a stable past and
present is served denoting its importance in Irish history. There is nothing random or
inconsequential about either the topics I explore or how they make their mark. The potato
sustained the populous for generations and its failure which brought about the Great Famine
caused not only mass immigration but the death of a million people. It is also notable that it is
my father who appears repeatedly in my writing is the one at the table peeling the ubiquitous
spud. This speaks to his importance in the family unit which I explore in a number of poems.
Family really features throughout the collection but is lent greater prominence in this section.
“From Mom And Me” to “Easy Companions” I have attempted to portray familial relationships
that endure. This section expands on the first section showing women as sisters, mothers, and
companions.
Outside of the family, it is the church that plays the biggest role in shaping its people and
religion is almost a distinctive identity marking of being Irish. There is something about the
ancient call to prayer, the repetitive nature of sounds, and the chorus, which reverberates in Irish
poetry. I have distinct memories of the power of the church and its infiltration into daily life.
Like patriarchy it seeks to control, bend the individual to the mold it advocates. So I have
included a number of poems that focus on religion. Religion and its practice bring their own
wonder to language in the oral tradition of lament and song, the resounding drone capturing the
essence and spirit of a people whose language was once forbidden. Under colonial British rule
English entered the oral tradition maintaining the rhythm and musicality of the receding Gaeilge.
However these hierarchies, rather than silence or repress writers forced recognition of such and
fueled in a sense the longevity and ghost of the Irish language evident still today.
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Aristotle states ‘that the poet should regard the chorus as one of the actors. It should be
part of the whole and contribute to the performance” (106). Oral literature in the form of
storytelling and chanted poetry and prose is found in the earliest of Irish literature and the bardic
tradition lives on as does the lament and refrain. My poem “The Penny Catechism” with the
barrage of questions and the repetition of “He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by
heart” evokes the importance of the church and the stronghold it had on people.
He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The red welts on his palms if he got an answer wrong

Who made you?
God made me

He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The sting of his eyes from the poor light of his study.

Why did God make you?
God made me to know him, to love him and
to serve him in this world and be happy with
him forever in the next. (1-10)
There is an incantatory power to repetition an almost other worldly call that never ceases
to move its audience. Lorca (77-79) in his poem “his “Lament for Ignacio Sanchez Mejias
exemplifies this.
At five in the afternoon.
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It was exactly five in the afternoon.
A boy brought the white sheet
At five in the afternoon.
A trail of lime ready prepared
At five in the afternoon.
The rest was death, and death alone.
At five in the afternoon. (77 1-8)
Lorca inspires with his unabashed and unapologetic focus in producing “poetic emotion which is
uncontrolled and virginal, free of walls, a free standing poetry with its own newly created laws”
(ix). The imagery he creates in conjunction with the chorus combine to overwhelm the listener
and experience the duende of the artist. Sung rhyme is reminiscent of the call and response of the
past. A refrain can elevate or enhance an image, the boy with the white blanket, the trail of lime,
are given even more color with the repetition of “At five in the afternoon”, In my poem
“Generations” I commence each stanza with the words “There is a story” after which the image
unfolds. With my poem “In The Back Of The Hearse” I repeat the title often so the reader is
confined literally in the back of the hearse. The themes and motifs that push to the fore are those
of my heritage, religion, and the Irish fascination with death. I am restrained by homeland, the
pull that endures and floods my mind and it is from those memories that my duende is found.
My formative years in Ireland’s distinctive landscape have left an indelible mark. The
allure of cloud, its heightened disposition across the sky, the cling of mist and the lifting fog,
repeat themselves in all I write. There is something about the nature of the landscape that is other
worldly and this is not confined to the lush pastures or rolling hills but can be found in the grey
of the city, the granite and stone that buildings are formed from, the cathedrals and spires that
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rise up to meet the sky. The atmosphere created by the landscape lends itself to the spirits of the
past and afore mentioned much documented fascination that the Irish have with death. Emily
Lawless is one of the few renowned Irish poets of the 19th century who articulates well the
natural or perhaps better stated supernatural element of the emerald isles. In her poem “With The
Wild Geese” she speaks of;
The sad, green landscape of home,
The small grey house by the hill,
The wide grey shores of the lake.
The low sky, seeming to weave,
Its tender pitiful arms
Round the sick lone landscape at eve. (12 24-30)
Again and again she returns to the grey sea. With Ireland being a small island country adrift
almost in the Atlantic, one is never far from the sea, its color and sound finding its rhythm in the
language of poetry. My poem ‘Awash” although set in the sunnier climate of the Cost Del Sol is
rife with language that has its inception in the ocean of the Atlantic rather than the azure blue of
Spain’s coastline.
The poems “The Gathering” and “Happy Birthday” conjure images of mist and fog.
Lawless works together alliteration and repetition to great effect and it is this that I am drawn to
in writing. “The sea sobs to the grey shore/the grey shore to the sea” (22 10-11) from her poem
“The Exile’s Mother” speaks to both distance and tears. Eavan Boland almost 100 years later in
her poem “Witness” speaks of the city and the smoky coast, the graves opening and the dead
walking.
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its worn-down mountains,
its grass and iron,
its smoky coast
seen from the high roads
on the Wicklow side. (1-6)
The landscape is evocative of spirits, the surge of the clouds as they rush across the sky.
The linking of the natural world to the one that is found in death is never too far from thought.
Death and all it entails is a national obsession, one that is met not with fear but an acceptance and
eagerness to understand it. The heightened awareness of death is also most notable one of the
elements of duende. What is most distinctive in the Irish attitude toward death is the life it exalts
and the need to exhaust it in conversation. Patriotism found in the rituals of death brings together
families and community, death unites not in sorrow but in all that comforts. Irish poetry sings its
national heritage albeit often in the tragic but the regaling or reading of poetry rouses rather than
incites, raptures rather than angers and the misfortunes of the past sing out in the richness of
language that had its birth in the Irish language still heard in the melodious and incantation of
structure and sound.
Religion finds its way into each section but section III of my collection further expands
on the church, the idea of control, the tight hold it had on its populous until recent decades with
the publicity of scandal and changing demographics reshaping its influence. It is also the section
that my father features more prominently in the exploration of the controls that dictated his life.
In contrast to the inclusion of “Make Room For Jesus” in section I in which a 13 year old
explains the rules of the dance to her friends is one such poem. This poem hearkens not to the
religion of the past that comes with the burden of guilt but rather one that is watchful and
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knowing in terms of temptation, cautionary as opposed to threatening of punishment. The
slightly mocking tone is gone in contrast to “The Penny Catechism” which is fearful. Again the
writing of this came in an audible fashion. I could discern the voice of the girl, the speed and
authority with which she spoke. Whilst I wanted to have a common thread throughout I did not
want it pulled so tight that there was no differentiation. So within the three sections there is an
overlapping of ideas, religion being the most obvious, it is the thread that weaves the collection
together.
As I thought back to the Ireland of my childhood and the prevalence of patriarchy the
influence of father, husbands and sons and how they fit into the more intimate world of someone
came to the fore. I was spurred to by the intimacy of Sharon Olds book “The Father” to reflect on
my own father and what loomed large was not his control within the family unit, nor any
authoritarian command he might have exuded rather the opposite held true. He was soft spoken,
gentle, mild mannered, apologetic for his very existence. It is this contrast to patriarchy and the
dominant male that fascinated me. My father was at odds with the expectations of men, an
antithesis of sorts and I wondered why. He had his own demons, he suffered severely with
obsessive compulsive disorder to the extent that it dictated his life, controlled his day and it is
therein I saw our commonality, we were both held captive to some degree, he by his illness and I
by my sex and the expectations of it. “It is debilitating to be any woman in a society where
women are warned that if they do not behave like angels they must be monsters” (2029). Gilbert
and Gubar continue their argument with the claim that patriarchal socialization literally makes
women sick, both physically and mentally” (2029). I focus a number of my poems on my father
and his condition and these are important to furthering just how detrimental a power that dictates
daily life and subordinates an individual to that power can be.
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As I paid attention to the controls of my father’s life I was confronted again with religion.
For him growing up catholic under the rule of church both at home and in school life came with
certain expectations. Guidelines were specific and held one to a high moral standard. The
repercussions of not abiding by the church came with the fear of punishment and the ever
lingering guilt that lived beyond any punishment endured. I have distinct memories of the power
of the church and its infiltration into daily life. Like patriarchy it sought to control, bend the
individual to the mold it advocated. So I have included a number of poems that focus on religion;
living in fear (of punishment for wrong doing) or with fear (of consequences for making a
mistake) restrains rather than liberates a person. OCD, religious scrupulosity or fear of sin are a
marriage that dictates behavior, a marriage that is unyielding in its control. Rosaldo noted in his
book “The Day of Shelly’s Death” that poetry as he practiced it was ‘to bring his subject –
whether pain, sorrow, shock, of joy—home to the reader (105). He continues to argue against
shying away from agony and distress or try to make things pretty. As I wrote about my father I
tried to bring his pain home to the reader and it is not pretty.
My subject matter of choice in poetry springs not from the pastoral, sentiment or
language that languishes in the lofty swell of nature but from the everyday struggle of everyman
exemplified with family and it is often in death that its importance stands out. Long before I had
ever experienced death of a loved one, long before I had ever witnessed a wake I was writing
about death and the Irish wake. “Laid Out”, “Ever After”, “The Gathering” all dwell on death.
However morbid a topic, it is one of great merit, a chance to dissect the life of the deceased,
indulge the self in the platform reminiscing affords. There is life to death in that the living relish
their being alive. Death and its contemplation fracture the mind, deconstruct the known and open
possibilities to all that is new and Irish people love talking about death and its inevitability.
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CONCLUSION

I have tried to be clear in a voice that is distinctively Irish express in some small way
what it means to be not only Irish, but female in a world dominated by men. This writing process
was a reflective journey home where I found my voice to sing my national heritage albeit often
in the tragic. Lotspeich contends that, “we can say then, that simple rhythm, or meter, is the
essential of poetry; that this form, however, is not determined by any emotional quality of poetry,
but rather by the fact that the whole human organism reacts rhythmically except when the mind
is occupied with the process of thinking” (302-303). He further argues that rhythm aids in the
rendering of ideas and is a positive aid in the producing of effects. Too often the art of poetry
particularly when we move from childhood rhyme to the study of highbrow literature becomes so
daunting to the reader that the number of poetry readers diminishes. The quiet study of words
and laboring over content to illicit meaning takes over the joy of ‘that simple rhythm” that
Lotspeich argues we react to. Poetry from its inception of epic poems has sought to be heard and
shared; classical or vernacular, its range and appeal is universal. As a writer I wrestle to marry
sound with sense, the former often trumping the latter. Yet I aim to write with clarity and if
something is clear it must make sense. Poetry requires a congruency of form and content and can
achieve even greater success if the ear is appealed to.
As the content of this manuscript evolved I realized that men do not have sole ownership
of control, and even with society’s perpetuation of male dominance, women enter the arena
wielding their own power, one that works within the forced confines, one that is wilier, one that
endures, one that is almost predatory in its observance, watchful and patient in it assurance that
one day it will reap reward. I was able to take the world of my childhood and upbringing and
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shed light not on men but on women. I tried not to contrive or manipulate words to sound clever
but paid heed to Billy Collins musings on his own poetry and how it evolved.
“The change came I would say when I began to dare to be clear, because I think clarity is
the real risk in poetry because you are exposed. You’re out in an open field. You’re
actually saying things that are comprehensible, and it’s easy to criticize something you
can understand” (qtd. in Guernica interview)
I want the intent of my poems to be clear and whilst I strive for precision and perfection the art
of poetry seems to demand otherwise in that it serves imperfection in the struggle and challenge
of its creation. I enter the realm of writing with the exuberance of a child and embrace the color
of language that comes from the primary and root of all hues. My word palette is simple, direct
and does not seek to confound.

Whilst this endeavor comes with the pursuit of finding publication I feel it would be best
served if left a few months so that I can detach myself from it in order to view it in an unbiased
way. Prior to the MFA program writing was purely a creative outlet for my own pleasure not one
that sought validation. However as I immersed myself in the program and became engaged with
both professors and peers I realized that my voice is one worthy of recognition. What I have to
say bears relevance despite the intimacy of its perspective, after all “Ain’t I a woman” (129) and
like many other women I experience the world in the same way they do. There is a humbling to
shared perspectives, and a certain equity to commonality. It is important for me to write what can
be understood across cultures and I hope this manuscript attests to that. I would delight if this
manuscript found readers of both sexes and not just the understanding of women. Arlen House is
a feminist press in Dublin and Poolbeg Press also located in Dublin seek to promote
contemporary women writers so it may be the city of my birth that I find a home for my musings.
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Pablo Neruda in his “Return To A City” writes “It is dangerous / to wander backwards, / because
all of a sudden / the past turns into a prison” (qtd. In Bouchard). I would argue that the prison of
the past is one that does not confine but rather liberates in its recollection unearthing the very
substance that fuels the present. What is past must be passed on, passed down from generation to
generation, it is in this tradition that the very art of poetry first paraded itself and thrives today.
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ACT 1 BEING FEMALE
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Tokyo Birth
She was breech, brought into the world
bottom first, her cheeks red and round
her father’s squared shoulders one at a
time inched down; ahead of the crown that
should have led the body, round cue ball, the
head came last and the first cry followed to
the chorus of omedetou gozaimasu, onnanoko
desu, clapping, a polite prudent delivery of
congratulations, it’s a girl! It was the only
English I heard that night and the only words
which gave comfort. The sounds and syllables
alien yet, I knew when to raise my nightie,
part my legs, expose my breasts, nod to the
intrusive kneading that sprang milk. I like an
infant mimed my requests, crude untenable
gestures wrung with silence. At night they
reached for my baby to give me rest but I
smiled, said no, sayounara, ja mata desu
goodbye and I waved my hand but still they
stood until my daughter opened wide her mouth
let her lungs loose as she cried her hunger and
I was there-the only one she needed. The door
closed, the foreignness gone, she and I talked.
I spoke her name, she knew it, gurgled and
spluttered and I understood.
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Unwanted Pregnancy
(1)
Before the bulge of belly,
distaste for morning coffee
mirrors the eject of a bitter will
(2)
Months before the show, a white
wand enters, first signs of life show
in pixel, penetrated medium
(3)
The rush of bile in the
open bowl as life takes hold
and the fetus forms
(4)
A tool of last resort, the
twisted wire takes aim
at the cervix
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“Girl, 15, Dies Giving Birth in a Field”
Ann Lovett left her school, alone under
a cloud of grey, made her way up to the
bleak hollowed grotto
where she lay her pregnant body down
at the statue of the virgin of virgins, Our
Lady, Mother Mary
and pushed her infant out onto the cold
Granard gravel ground, exposed
and hemorrhaging
her dying body and stillborn son were
found next to her schoolbag strewn
in their blood
“Nothing terribly exciting there”, said
the TV host as he read the headline.
O merciful, loving Mary. Where were you?
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Mammogram
She is as ordinary as the day she has set out in,
somber suited, she picks her steps avoiding the
cracks, counting 1,2,3, 1,2,3.
With each step forward, the sky falls heavy, darkens,
the damp air chills. A magpie settles on a wire fence.
One for sorrow, two for joy, three for a girl, four for a boy.
Panic sets in. She scans the sky, her head weighted.
One for sorrow, sorrow, sorrow.
The black nib sweeps in circles. A riot dispels the quiet as the
harsh sound of a pairing looms. Two for joy, joy, joy. She smiles.
She looks up, climbs the steps. The gates open. A young man greets
her, his jagged teeth glint in his open mouth. She lays her open palm
on her left breast, and whispers, two for joy.
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Barbara
She lies passive, arms thrust above her head
an infant asleep in her advanced stage of cancer
She reclines at home in poverty, her hair in cornrows
grazes the headboard with no pillow beneath
Her white robe is dotted with blue flowers, their
blooms scattered where her breasts once blossomed
Before she found the lump hard and dimpled and her
nipple thickened and wept
.
Above her picture we are told that breast cancer is a death
sentence in Uganda where thousands like Barbara die as
cancer cells thrive, invading the body, primitive in their
reproduction, multiplying, mounting in number, immortal.
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Make Room For Jesus
(1)
“Make room for Jesus” she said
coming through.
Mary’s Boy Child rang out as the
infant figure
no bigger than her palm was
placed with
perfect precision in the manger.
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(2)
I woke when the sun died, from
unconscious sleep, tongue
dry, eyes threaded red. I eased
myself from bed, legs unsteady.
hands shaking, moving in terror.
I leaned on the sink, gripping it tight.
My body moved backward, forward
without bidding. I wanted it to stop.
Please, please, God, stop the pounding.
I want to be pulled straight out of myself,
beyond the flesh then leave it a crumpled heap
upon the tiles. Leave it for Jesus, for I am
past living, just let me go.
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(3)
A veteran at thirteen, she explained the rules of the dance,
you don’t eat the pizza, you don’t wear boots, or jeans,
skirts or dresses, you don’t sit on the table or hang by the wall.
You wear leggings, they make your butt look big and boys like
that and a cute top, you dance with your friends and if a boy asks
you don’t have to say yes, you can say no, unless he’s cute.
The chaperones walk around and if they see you too close
they say make room for Jesus and tell you to move apart, but
mostly they don’t see you if you stay in the middle, that’s best.
I’ve seen couples kiss, oh, so gross, they do duck lips! The chaperones
don’t notice, their friends hide them so they’re not seen. I want my
first kiss to be at the dance, but not one of the boys from my class
Someone cute from another school, like Christ the King or John
the Apostle, they have hot boys, I saw them once at my brother’s
basketball game, they were sooooo cute!
So, anyway, just do what I do, follow me, I dance a lot, it’s fun,
oh, but you have to face each other when you dance, you can’t
grind or twerk, that’s not allowed but some people do it anyway.
Oh, don’t ever bend down to tie your shoe because everyone will
jump on you, don’t ask random people to take a selfie with you
that’s weird. If you like a boy your friends can push you together.
Mostly you just jump for the fast dances, you can’t jump on your
own, it looks weird and don’t do Gangnam style. Never ask a boy
for his number or say “hi, you’re cute”, and don’t crimp your hair.
Oh, and seriously if a random boy gets on his knees and asks you
to marry him, don’t say yes, because he’s only joking, don’t look
bored and hold hands with your BF, make sure you chew gum.
But, don’t worry, you’ll be fine, at least you know now what to do
so you won’t act all weird, the 6th graders had no idea, it was sooo
embarrassing, they even told each other “to make room for Jesus”
And she laughed loudly!
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Awash
High above the sand and seas
in the Cost del Sol she sits in the
hotel corridor, back to the wall
legs splayed exposed to all.
Falling off from the land of the
sane, she rocks back and forth
adrift, head hung to one side,
white mouth forms a gull cry.
A white sail billows, a jab in
the arm, calm ensues as she
is lifted aboard the gurney
cutting through the open sea.
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Naked
Winter bare and stark I move lightly, a whisper bark
through the crowds clinging, a cobweb form unnoticed.
She was born breech, brought into the world bottom first
in the Fall, apple cheeks red and round leading a cue ball head.
In the ladies locker room, a fat girl sways, 300 pounds of
naked flesh folding to the bitter quips that jeer and jar.
He sits small and frightened in his tub chair, as his carerwielding the shower head-scalds his back; thwack.
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The Indulgent One
On greyhound legs she flees fast forward out of the trap,
the gate rattling at her back; out into the street, the clatter
of heels swift and urgent as desire, and the damp
curling her hair warming to the rise of the sun.
In a cheap hotel with impersonal service, she pads down
the darkened stretch of hall, a hand on her back eagerly
guides her to the numbered room where the drapes hang
heavy. A flurry of unhinging and clothes fall apart.
It is Shrove Tuesday, she makes thin pancakes with
lemon and sugar, rolled like crepes, the feast before the
fast, her husband asks her what she is giving up for Lent
to which she replies “I have sacrificed enough.”
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Of Lust
Food stamps in hand, in the aisle she stands,
her craving harbored between her legs.
Accusations fly, a child throws a tantrum,
tears roll, the father stomps to the door.
Pupils dilate, the stars sparkle, inside the
room, on spent sheets the couple sleep.
Her tongue, a knife point carves her name
in blood on forbidden flesh.
She counts her sins in the indulgences of
mortals, driven by hunger, she falters.
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Love Letters
ICFILWU, I could fall in love with you
behind the phone, a smile forms
betrayal is found in the language of looks
and letters, MLF, my love forever
playful and flirty, the text exchanges ease
the boredom of the nine to five…
On the marital bed, phone in hand, messages
are checked, time, date, moment of “send”
scrolling down, an intimacy is revealed
that excludes him, a third party who is told
CT, can’t talk, CIL, check in later, LY,
love you, the march of capitals choke
he wonders, did she?, didn’t she?,
his fingers push hard her digits
in an office cubicle the phone rings
hi honey, is that you? honey are you there?
point blank, a question, did you?
what, no, never! the words indignant
an affair is denied, it’s harmless fun
DETI, don’t even think it, the phone dies
A suitcase on the bed is filled with clothes
ignorance packed tightly, zippered shut
the day folds, a key is turned, honey, I’m
home, her husband flown, MIA.
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Autumn Fall
Crimson leaves fall rain soaked, to rest in muddied puddles, the
Autumn chill creeps its cobweb fingers over her awakened body
cold in its undress.
He. steps lightly away, into the night, masked and caped his black
figure flees under the reprimand of the moon, full faced, mocking
his hurried retreat.
The day that follows is sunny, they stand an awkward distance
apart in the park, their shared sandwich falling in crumbs as the
ducks gather for his apology.
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We Will Rise
The world has never yet seen a truly great and virtuous nation because in the
degradation of woman the very fountains of life are poisoned at their source.~Lucretia Mott
I
Flounce of tutu
dollar tree tiara
in crude brush strokes
she paints her nails pink
Toxic chemicals
cover girl glamor
everyday exposure in
strip malls and nail bar
II
Heavy the breasts that hang
weighted without any milk,
to nurture new life
Wide the legs parted rose
petals spread as blood dries
on tender thighs
III
It begins in the body, mother earth, life
springs, blooms, waves of movements
first kick, then a fist forms.
IV
I have given birth four times on three
continents. It’s a girl! It’s a girl!
It’s a girl! Finally… it’s a boy!
I’m the only one who can become president
he tells his three sisters as I ruffle his hair,
squander my equality in silent agreement.
V
Yazidi girl gifted to ISIS, gangly, pretty,
pubescent sold into slavery becomes
widespread, disease of the soul, a blight.
In her dreams, she is a virgin bride on
her wedding night, surgically restored
ready to bleed-again.
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VI
Male, female, body, spirit, nature, nurture, good,
evil the constant cosmic struggle, dualism divides.
VII
As the earth moves, her eros erupts, explodes under a full moon
female deity extolled, mother Mary revered, from goddess to wiccan
men over women, over resources, penetrate, plunder, exploit
VIII
Pull, pull hard the roots of patriarchy, embedded, coiled in culture,
twisted limbs, thick and unyielding. Pull, pull hard, the roots…
VIIII
Ring-o-ring-o’roses – infection
A pocket full of posies - ward it off
Ashes! Ashes! - its demise
We all fall down - only to rise in dance…
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Sweet Treat
A teenager stands in the sweet shop behind the counter
the boss behind her takes liberties with his handsA little boy waits in the bathroom stall to unwrap the
candy he stole until he hears the gush of the tapShe bites each piece of Belgian chocolate, savors
his apology, sweeter than his sorry wordsShe eats macaroons, eyes closed in a café in Paris,
as her feet in the basin lie shriveled and prunedA woman stands in a sweet shop behind the counter
and reflects on the past as she wrings her hands-
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The Dinner Date
Beads of sweat appear on his nose and forehead.
His mouth is moist, the corners are dotted with
gravy. As she watches him, his mouth grows,
taking over his face. His lips fall apart, the upper
one swamping his nose and eyes, the lower one
dropping below his chin. What was once his face
is now a red muddied mess; an open sore facing
her across the table, parting and weeping, its
gaping hole so horrible that bile rises in her throat.
Her stomach retches, a damp sweat travels her body.
She is both disgusted and fearful of what sits before
her. Yet she cannot turn away or move. She is
entranced by what is now her husband-what eats her
whole, pulling her down the swampy marsh of mouth,
so far down her screams are but whisper.
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In Defense of Eve
I remember that day in the Garden of Eden
Adam clingy, the serpent charming, the fruit
how good it looked waiting to be plucked
I remember that day in the Garden of Eden
my reflection in the water, desire to know
all that the gods held in their store
I remember that day in the Garden of Eden
forbidden fruit fresh, and pleasing in my palm,
how good it looked waiting to be eaten
I remember that day in the Garden of Eden
Adam’s bite, the serpent’s scales, and all
of the gods in uproar
I remember that day in the Garden of Eden
Adam and I shamed in our nakedness thrust
out upon the world, banished.
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ACT II BEING IRISH
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The Matchmaker’s Festival
- Lisdoonvarna, Ireland
The Burren and its bog erects men in boots, rising from
the peat as if the earth had spawned them. As primal as the
sod, they leave their homes, the swell of arousal beneath
the cover of cloth, anticipatory longing for the flood
of females that invade the village in the Fall, ready to pick
the forbidden fruit in the easy orchard. Men whose, days
are spent cutting turf, and nights stoking its flame fill the
pubs - sit in snugs, watchful as the crop of ladies enter, the
great harvest, ample and abundant, all they need do is pick
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Best In Their Jackets
We grew them one year, a couple of
weeks before the final frost in the front
yard of our newly purchased terraced
house. Cut potato pieces with pink
dimpled sprouts of eyes found a home
in the lazy bed trenches my father dug
to shade the roots. The harvest came
quick, the simple spuds unearthed, boiled
in their jackets until split open and
duly drained before taking center stage
on the table. My father peeled his potato
with great precision, holding it firmly
above his plate with his fork, working
his way in a circular movement around
it with his knife. His aim was to peel
it sparingly and not lose the flesh just
beneath the skin where he claimed
the best and most nutritional part was
had. The skins we saved on a plate and
after dinner we would gather them up
and feed them to the chickens. We ate
the potatoes plain or with a shake of salt
every day for dinner. There is no substitute
for this trusted tubor, served best, suited-
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Dublin After Hours
The city of commerce and change folds the page
of its day, abandons the cover of its confines to
let loose
As the sun sets, the starched suit of business eases
its cuff, and the basements of Leeson Street part
their doors
Inside one such bordello, cheap wine at fine prices
is served, hors d’oeuvres rank to the palate are
passed round
Last stop to hell, the space closes in, hot ash falls,
in the room above, Dublin is painted with rainbow
arcs and Georgian doors
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The Back Of The Hearse
So there we are in the back of the hearse, my mother taking note
and to the fore of her mind is that she could be next. At 88 she
counts the days she wakes as blessed and knowing my mother
she will leave this world only if her life is in order. So there we
are in the back of the hearse taking the final turn down past the
Botanic Gardens. There is an ice cream van parked outside the
entrance and children form an unruly line, their money in the
air. As we drive past a hand waves until an older child pulls it
down forcing it to make the sign of the cross. The little hand
drops and for an instant the soft whip 99 is forgotten. So there we
are in the back of the hearse pulling into the gravel driveway of
the Addison Lodge as close to the entrance as the driver can get. He
turns to my mother telling her to sit there until he comes around to
help her out. She grapples for her stick. The hearse door is opened;
the driver extends his hand to her. It takes three attempts to rise up
and inch herself head first out. The driver bears the weight of her body
as she leans on him before she steadies her stick. He offers his
arm. She straightens up, linking him, she slips twenty euro in his
pocket. He closes his hand over hers and nods his thanks. She takes
her steps slow into the embrace of the owner of the Lodge there to
welcome her and offer his condolences. From inside a voice rings out
the Fitzsimons funeral party is here. As we emerge from the back of the
hearse the children come running shouting at the driver. Hey mister!
mister, give us a ride…
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Childhood Memories
rooted, nerve twig
shoots form the trellis
of the mind, the past
ever present in the
bramble tangle
thicket that does
not rescind-
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Mom And Me
I am outlined in gold glitter glue, a cookie cutter figure
on a poster board. My signature bun is a crude swirl of
black poster paint. One eye looks straight at me whilst the
other looks for me. They are a murky, muddied green with
no pupils. My mouth is a red upward sweep and my nose
two small black circles positioned in the middle of my face.
She is beside me, a smaller version with red hair that kicks
out at the side of her middle. Her eyes are brown with
thick black eyelashes. Her lips are stained pink. She assures
me it’s not lipstick but Burt’s Bees tinted balm. Her nose
she makes smaller, two black pin heads; from one she
draws a circle and tells me it’s a nose ring.
With both faces complete, she attends to the bodies, telling
me we will wear matching outfits, velour sweat suits she
informs me. Hers is hot pink and mine she colors black as
she says I always wear black. She tackles the title next and
Mom and Me is written carefully in pencil before the glitter
glue gives us sparkle and we are immortalized.
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My Brother’s Weight
My mother tells me he has gained weight, a lot of it, but
I’m to say nothing. The doorbell rings and she lets him in.
He has come from work and is wearing a charcoal grey pin
striped suit, the jacket slung over his arm, he looks scrubbed
and polished and I can smell his cologne. He is not the man
mountain I expect but definitely heavy, his neck hidden, his
head a large shank of ham, pink with coarse fair hair his chin
spills out over his collar. As we hug I feel his body’s padding
solid and spread across his chest and middle. My mother is right.
We pull back and he grins at me. I never mention his weight.
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Easy Companions
They sit in their respective straight backed chairs
companionably in opposite rooms. He watches football.
She watches, Fair city. They are too old for compromise.
During the ads they alternate checking on each other. At
ten when only the news airs, he retires from his
room and joins his wife. Together they watch TV.
In the confines of their shabby well-worn sitting room,
its curtains loose skin hanging, and the film of settled
dirt a cataract cloud dulls the light as they reminisce.
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Fear Of The Dark
We are upstairs on the bus, I am sat on
the inside by the window. My father’s
warm dry palm rests over my left eye
as the bus is signaled to stop
From memory I sound out the shopfront
letters to assure him I can see. He moves
his hand to cover my right eye. He tells
me to try again.
I repeat the letters. He congratulates me
on the great sight I have, tells me, not
to worry I won’t need glasses. The light
is green, the bus pulls off.
I feel his blind father’s hand on my face,
two thumbs draw my eyes closed. A cloud
of fear forms as my tears spill, DADDY…
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The Life of Death
I was not there when my father died. I had said my goodbyes
two days previous, backing out of the hospital ward with my
four children blowing kisses and I, clutching his soiled pajamas
in a plastic Super Quinn bag, the rank smell following us out
the glass doors into the still July summer, no sign of rain, just
a hesitant cloud moving elsewhere. Two thousand miles away,
two days later, at two in the morning the phone call came, my
sister with her bad news, daddy died. I had no words, nothing
audible, silence, until the most primal of sounds rose up waking
the children who rushed to my side themselves sobbing until the
youngest quieted and asked, mammy why are we crying?
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Making Tea
In the small kitchen the kettle boils,
bubbles and spurts, oven glove on he
lifts the kettle quickly, pours the
steaming water over the tea leaves
replaces the lid and they wait, she leans
her head on his shoulder, his arm finds
the spread of her waist their easy
love, winter worn and tired perks
up as he pours the tea into the good
china cups no longer the reserve of guests.
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Missing Jimmy
My brother Jimmy is on holidays in Youghal, not too far from our
hometown of Mallow. He is fourteen. I am six, it his first time to
leave the family. I am lonely without him.
He carried his belongings in a shabby brown suitcase. I find it years
later when he has left for good and it is full of paper clippings, the
consistency and logic of which I fail to see.
The earliest date I can find is 1938, the year of his fourteenth birthday
and his first holiday away from family in Youghal.
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Laid Out
The door was flung open, folded back, a brick at its base
so those paying their respects could enter without raising
the deadOn light feet they trooped, one by one in quiet whispers
reverent and eager for the regaling and revelry in remembering
the deadRosaries clutched, the drone of the Hail Mary and Our Father
resounds with the rolling of beads in the joined hands of the
prayerfulBeside the body, shoulder to shoulder they sat, whiskey lips
smiling at the boxed corpse suited up, ready to join forces with
the dead-
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The Gathering
Plots were running short. The undertaking business flourishing as the
disease spread amongst the weakest, the infants, and the elderly. Panic
was setting in with worry as to where the deceased would decompose
as their spirits rose in triumph. Each new casket marked its territory
and hailed a victory over the living. One tired Friday the call of death
collected its remains in a grand sweep as bodies fell. Families rallied
around their corpses, laid out in home and morgue until cortege after
cortege crowded the streets, the drone of the mourners’ honey sweet
to the spirits as they quipped above the funeral march. Laughter rang
as the wind roared and the clouds opened. Uphill to the cemetery the
procession wove its way; the boxed offerings carrying the remains
and waste of life, to be buried like treasure beneath the ground.
Eulogies completed the bereaved withdrew, clinging in grief as the
dead rose to the chime of the celestial and the carousal commenced.
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A Day at the Beach
The taxi driver pulls up outside the house
children sit in the front room waiting to
leave for the train to take them south to Bray.
Their father paces the landing back and forth,
their mother’s voice angry and impatient as
Jim tries to explain the little voice that keeps
reminding him of the germs in public toilets
why he can’t leave the house until his bowels
have moved and the voice has quieted.
The pressure builds, slow and steady like
the clock ticking, the children watch the race
of the little hand pushing time forward
until the taxi driver pulls away slowly.
The children retreat to their respective rooms
the promise of a day at the beach left hanging
in the buckets and spades on fractured hooks.
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Happy Birthday
His small feet, fast forward in blackened boots across
the cobbled courtyard to the stoned floor pub backing
out into the graveyard laying grey before the wake of
the funeral. The crowds gather, the soot of death clings
as the wind lifts them twig like to huddle in grief above
the corpse. He settles himself atop a stool, clears his
throat-orders a double-straight. Nodding his thanks, he
swallows hard as the liquor sears his throat. Tears fall,
the bar blurs. It is summer, a rainbow of balloons fly
high, bare feet on grass, the sound of laughter, a boy
holds the wings of a cape and runs until he flickers
out of sight. A thump on his shoulder, the rough hand
of compassion startles-the man turns-removes from
his breast pocket a small picture of his son, holds it
squarely in the palm of his hand to show the stranger.
Today is his birthday, he’d have turned twelve today.
The sound of revelry enters, a flurry of cloud lifts as
The dead are remembered in the joy of voices. The man
looks down at the coal sheen of his boots and a scuffed
arc in white catches the light.
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Generations
There is story within this still, unmoving image,
this black and white snapshot taken to mark a moment
years in the making,
There is a story beyond the stretched smiles and smart
exposure of the people present in their Sunday
best and polished shoes.
There is a story that remembers wars, rations and
deprivation, the cold out house on a frosty morning.
squares of newspaper hanging.
There is a story of feet bound in cardboard and
twine, a classroom of upheld palms as the rulers
thwacked and the smart of the cane made standing easy.
There is a story of tenements, damp and crowded
round a wireless on a kitchen table as the melodies
aired lightened the mood in the blackout.
There is a story of history in the generations gathered.
The youngest gingerly set on the rock wall as the light
pushes through the hole.
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ACT III BEING CONTROLLED
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Taking Charge
She has never seen him in uniform. He has no pictures of that time
of his life, yet he bears the experience in his posture, his ability to
shine boots and issue orders. In the evening he soldiers in shoulders
erect; she stands to attention in greeting. His kiss is dry, automatic,
brief. His nostrils flair as he sniffs the air to discern dinner. After
they engage in the ritual of the inconsequential, she retreats, a
ribbon of apron marking her exit as he circles the set table. The
linen is white, starched, the squared corners sharp. From the kitchen
she senses him manoeuver his way inspecting the placement settings.
Leaving the heat of her post she returns. He removes his jacket,
attends to his cuffs, which he unbuttons slowly. She relaxes her
stance and leans her weight against the wall. He picks up a serving
spoon, breathes on it before wiping it clean. He inhales sharply, then
lets out a long sigh. She bows her head noticing the chipped polish
on her right toe. He taps the back of the spoon in the palm of his hand
and approaches her. She remembers the black sands of Santorini before
they met when it was the sun that left its mark on her skin, bright red
welts from the blistering heat. She can still feel the tightness of skin
before blisters bubble. She remembers the short fat paddle blades
propelling her forward. They met when her skin was still tender,
his hands hovering lightly skimming her surface. He drops the spoon,
and pins her hands above her head. She raises her right knee, resting
it under the swell of the jagged zipper. He releases her hands and lets
out a low moan. She slaps him hard across the face, taking charge as
the foreplay begins…
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Religious Rituals
At night the family kneel on the cold stone floor
the drone of the rosary and roll of beads the only sound
heard in the small boxed offering of home
Before the flicker of candle dies, the mother
reaches her forefinger in the holy water font
and makes the sign of the cross on Jim’s forehead
Jim rises to the somber sound of the church bells
call to mass and trudges daily up the narrow
strip of hill, his hand caught in the gloved palm
of his mother as she leads him to prayer then after to
the school house where he sits in terror of the
Brother’s cane resting against the chalk board
until some poor unfortunate gives the wrong
answer to a question and his pants are lowered
the cane rising high in the air until it swings on
the softest of flesh and stings.
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The Penny Catechism
He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The red welts on his palms if he got an answer wrong
Who made you?
God made me
He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The sting of his eyes from the poor light of his study.
Why did God make you?
God made me to know him, to love him and
to serve him in this world and be happy with
him forever in the next.
He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The tear of throat from reading to his blind father.
To whose image and likeness did Gad make you?
God made me in his own image and likeness.
He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The red raw fingers and the ash grey empty hearth.
Is this likeness in your body or in your soul?
The likeness of God in chiefly in my soul
He remembers the Penny Catechism he learned by heart
The questions and answers that he still questions.
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Picture of Jim
Jim is eighty eight, a palette of grey, silver hair and glasses,
slate sweater, and dark charcoal trousers; the only color is in his
face, the flush of his cheeks and his red hands like raw, marbled
meat clasped in front of him. Jim is in the sitting room relaxing
after dinner served at one, as is his custom. He is rigorous about
meal times, breakfast at eight, dinner at one, tea at six He eats
his food in small bite size morsels which he cuts with great
precision and chews to a count as he has a hiatus hernia and
fears choking. Jim has OCD.
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Jimmy And Frances
Whilst Jimmy framed his journal with his weight and the weather,
he filled it with his wife Frances. He noted when she rose, what
chores she completed, their walk to the shops, their trip to the bank,
the programs they watched together and separately, the chit-chat and
banter, what she cooked and baked. He marveled at her competency,
applauded her ability to cope with life, valued her presence, her patience
in his relentless need for reassurance. With Frances he was always first.
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Reasoning The Irrational
Jimmy is aware his fears are irrational. He has newspaper
clippings that dispute the dangers of public toilets. It
assures him that most disease-causing organisms can
survive only seconds on the toilet seat. He reads it
and can tell you that the little buggers can’t infect you
unless they have direct contact with your genital tract,
or unless they enter through a cut or sore on your thigh
of leg. The chances of contracting a disease equate to
that of being struck by lightning. Despite this knowledge
he will not leave the house until his bowels move and he’s
certain his return will be within a two hour period. It is a
busy Saturday at the mall and up in the food court people
flock to eat and snack both hungry and in need of a sit
down. The flow in and out of the public restrooms is sure
and steady. The men enter to the left, following the L
shape into the toilet. They stride in and out, hefty, short,
long and tall, hands in pockets, or swinging by the side.
From inside the sound of the flusher and run of the faucet
ring out. Each flush is not matched by the turn of the faucet.
In a “Hand Washing Survey” it was found out that only 66%
of men actually wash their hands after using a public restroom.
Jimmy’s fears may be more rational than he thinks.
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Kathleen
I am Jimmy’s sister. I took care of our blind father when
he left to Dublin with his new wife. He’d visit once a
year with his brood, a noisy mess sniffles and snot,
phlegm and cough, the sick of the city in sticky hands
and mucky feet trailed and trampled to greet their grandad
who knew then by height of head and sound of voice.
Three or four days of cranky chaos in the three room
dwelling with its one faucet in the kitchen and an outhouse
two feet from it in the cold stony yard that backed out
onto the tracks. I am his blind sister. I sit in the quiet of
care until his daughter visits and her voice carries his
concern and I remember how gentle my brother Jimmy was.
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The Grey Matters
Jimmy’s worries are worn in the pain of his face
hung low on his chest
harbored in the frontal cortex, fears reside; irrational
relentless rearing their head
forcing fingers under faucet, until the tips wither and
wrinkle grappling the grey.
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Scrupulosity
A religious melancholy marked by guilt, shame and
ones belief in being unable to live up to moral standards.
It can foster a need to continually confess ones sins,
seek solace and sanctity in the act of repenting and
the absolution and contrition of sins.
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Purging
I spew the garbage
of my mind in filthy
words, sully the page
vomit vernacular vile
like venom, hurl up
euphemisms, letters rise
in rage, rip through reason.
as the stale stench of
ignorance lingers on the
empty page.
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New Shoes
Habit And Pain Have An Unbelievable Power To Destroy (Henri Lubac)
In the shop they fit, size eleven, his foot measured
just to be sure.
He brings them home, black and shiny stuffed
with old print.
Sits on his fireside chair, removes them from the
box, smooths his socks
then tries them onHe does the laces slowly with care, double knots
them, to be sure.
Like a child he stands unsteady, finding his feet, leaning
against the chair.
He moves slowly one foot in front of the other across
the carpeted room
counting quietly the stepsForward two steps, back three, he tries them out to see if
they fit, to be sure.
Focused, his face sets, fists hold fast, he paces, unease
rising.
Tight, they’re too tight, no, they fit, tight, too tight,
no they fit or
so he tells himselfOver and over again, tight, fit, tight, fit, tight fit, the
battle ensues.
His reason failing, logic laboring to control the voice
that persists.
Intrusive, unwanted, relentless, bearing down on him
until it finally
seizes his sanityHe rises from the hospital cot and slips his feet into his
checkered slippers.
His mouth dry, his movements stilted he gets through
the day.
His fears harnessed in puzzle pieces and games he’d never
normally play as
his shoes shine in the sun-
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Facing Time
Jimmy feels it, a steady pressure of time
the consistent tread, clocked in digits,
marching hands of feet.
He sits quietly at the kitchen table,
face down, time is stopped as his fingers
wrangle its mechanics.
He winds up his days in still seconds the
hours pass, the days long as he watches
the clock gather dust.
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Jimmy’s Journal
Of Weight and Weather
Jimmy obsessed over his weight and the weather. He recorded both on a daily basis in his
journal. The weather he entered in red at the top of every page above the date and under which
his weight taken on rising. He followed this information with details of what he ate. He never
had issues with his weight, never rocked the scales, been warned of diabetes or any other illness
related to weight, his pants size was pretty constant for decades. Yet he watched it fascinated if it
fluctuated a pound or two, when it went up three or four pounds he found the culprit, the
homemade apple tart his daughter brought him, the additional fare of holidays like Christmas, or
birthdays, He always found the reason and reported it in great detail how that extra piece of tart,
the brandy before dinner and the lovely trifle his wife Frances made, all conspired against him to
add those extra pounds. Entries from his journal attest to his enduring interest in weight and
weather.
January 18th 2002
Very breezy but a warm breeze, dry all day but
dull and cloudy, Showers forecast but none came.
Weighed 11 stone, same weight as last time
January 24th 2002
Rained during the night but dry early and remained
so all day sunny at times but a little light cool breeze.
Weighed 11 stone two pounds, one pound up on two days ago
.
February 13th 2002
High pressure over us so we had a lovely sunny day
but cold at times. Weighed 11 stone one pound.
March 5th 2002
Dry, dull day, mostly, odd sunny spell, ending today
with rain, more forecast for tomorrow,
Weighed 11 stone six ounces.
December 28th
Showers early in the day with the odd drizzle later.
Weighed myself 7am, expected to be up a few pounds
due to Christmas eating, but thank god did not,
was 11 stone on the nose, same as last week.
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Coprophobia
There is a word for it, the fear of using a public toilet,
or more aptly of losing bowel control, an aversion to
feces and defecation. It is expansive in its definition.
Three days before Jimmy died, he lost control of his bowelsthe smell of death clung to his damp form that precipitated
his collapse. Jimmy died in diapers.
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When Death Comes Next
My mother smells of perfume which
she sprays liberally in the morning
when she rises.
She turns 90 on her next birthday
which she refuses to plan citing age
as an obstacle.
She is bright, witty, alert and bemoans
her days spent alone waiting for evening
company.
She blames her body on her lack of fun,
its twinges and trembling resistance to the
will she exudes.
So she waits for the end, the end she knows is
imminent but is reluctant to embrace for
living is her concern...
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Ever After
Three seasons past the
winter of life brings new hope
in the snow crocus.
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